
 

OUR LOCATION
1450 W. Grand Pkwy S, Suite M,

Katy TX 77494

CONTACTUS
(281) 916-1444

REJUVENATE, EXPERIENCE THE  DIFFERENCE! 

281- 916 - 1444   

www.preferredurgentcare.com

DripZone offers nutritional
solutions and boosters that
deliver hydration, vibrancy, and
vitality through specially
formulated combination of IV
fluids, vitamins, and amino acids
designed to meet your personal
needs

DripZone is a new concept in
restorative hydration, vitamin
therapy, and human wellness.
Formerly available to celebrities
and social elites, now the time
has come to bring modern
wellness to the residents of Katy,
TX.

ABOUT
DRIPZONE



”SUPER
PROFESSIONAL!!
SUPER FRIENDLY! FAST
SERVICE! BEEN HERE
FEW TIMES AND EVERY
TIME IT'S BEEN GREAT
EXPERIENCE.”

-

DRIPZONE IV
THERAPY

Get instant hydration:
balance your body with
fluids and electrolytes.

HYDRATION DRIP

Remedy your hangover
with a high dose of

fluids and vitamins that
rehydrate and detoxify

cells.

HANGOVER DRIP

Remove toxins, relieve
stress, and improve

well-being.

DETOX DRIP

Boost your immune
system and quickly

enhance your energy.

MYERS COCKTAIL
DRIP

Use this Drip as a pre
endurance boost or

post-workout
recovery.

POWER DRIP

Stimulates metabolism
and promotes healthy

weight-loss

SKINNY DRIP

Replenishes the body
for noticeably healthier

skin, hair, and nails.

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

INTERESTED IN HOSTING
AN IV PARTY AT HOME OR

FOR BUSINESS TEAM?

IV THERAPY 
PARTY

Boost Business. Whether you
own a small gym or a large
fitness facility, we can help
you decide on a solution that
will benefit your specific
business and client needs.
Room Recovery. Prepare for
a night out or get the day
back fast with a hydrating IV
solution, potent antioxidants,
and replenishing vitamins.
Treat the Team. Re-energize
your team with brain and
energy-boosting vitamins and
amino acids.

WHY
DRIPZONE?
Administered in a soothing and calm spa-like
atmosphere, IV Therapy is a method of adding
vitamins, minerals, and other natural substances
directly into a patient's bloodstream. When
substances are given orally they must be
processed through the stomach and the intestine
which decreases the absorption rate by 10%-20%. 

Drip therapy delivers nutrients (vitamins,
minerals and amino acids) directly to the
bloodstream for maximum absorption. While our
drip is administered in as little as 45 minutes,
you begin to feel the effect instantaneous as we
safely deliver larger doses of vitamin nutrients
that would not otherwise be tolerated orally.

www.preferredurgentcare.com

DRIPZONE
MEMBERSHIP

$50 for your first IV 
solution of the month

25% off all other 
solutions

A complimentary
birthday IV solution

 15% off for family and
friends

$120 MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP
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